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1. Introduction 
Queueing models are widely used for modelling and performance evaluation of computer and com-
munication systems, as well as in many other fields. Suppose we want to predict the behaviour of a sys-
tem for various values of the system parameters on the basis of such a model. The usual procedure is 
then to determine, either analytically or by simulation, steady-state characteristics of the model and to 
draw conclusions from the results thus found. Although acceptable in a majority of cases, many exam-
ples can be found where this procedure leads to conclusions which are unacceptably inaccurate, because 
no account is taken of the fact that the system starts working at a certain time t0, say, under initial con-
ditions which are known not to reflect steady-state behaviour. As a consequence, system behaviour at a 
time t, t0<t <oo, might deviate considerably from what steady-state results predict. A typical example 
occurs in a simulation context when one starts at t0 with an empty system and draws conclusions from 
observations obtained during the period [t0,ti] (see [26] for other examples). 
The analytical approach to remedy this difficulty would be to determine the system's time-dependent 
behaviour under certain initial conditions, but this is notoriously difficult and, even if it is successful, 
does not often lead to results which are easy to interpret. This being so, it would be helpful to have at 
least some criterion for deciding whether the use of steady-state results is justified after some time t - t 0 
has elapsed. Indeed, this is precisely what we need when studying system behaviour by simulation. What 
we seek, therefore, is some means to characterize the speed with which system characteristics tend to their 
steady-state values. 
Since most time-dependent results available indicate that tendency to steady-state is exponential, we 
are led to the concept of relaxation time, which we define, for a function f (t) tending to a finite limit 
f (oo), as 
T(f) = inf{T lf(t)-J(oo)=O(e-11T) (t • oo)} (1.1) 
(In some contexts r- 1(f) is called the decay parameter off.) Since we can think of numerous functions 
related to a particular queueing system (e.g., virtual waiting time, average queue length, probability of the 
system being empty), it is not a priori clear how to relate the concept of relaxation time to a queueing 
system, indeed, whether it is possible to do so in a sensible way. However, there are good reasons (about 
which later) to define the relaxation time T of a queueing system as 
T = T(p00), (1.2) 
where p 00 =p00(t) is the probability that the system is empty at time t >0, given that there are no custo-
mers in the system at time 0, and that 0 is an arbitrary point of time with respect to the arrival process 
to the queueing system. 
We remark that Morse [23] seems to have been the first to use the term "relaxation time" in a queue-
ing context, but his definition differs from ours. Cohen's (6] definition of relaxation time for a queueing 
system, although not explicitly related to p00, coincides with ours (cf. also Kingman [18]). 
We were motivated to choose definition (1.2) by the following considerations. A description of the 
state of a system at t0 - the initial conditions - requires (probabilistic) specification of at least 
- the number of customers in the system, 
- the distribution of the residual interarrival time, 
- the distribution of the residual service times if there are customers being served. 
Any deviation at t0 from the steady-state situation in any of these factors leads to time-dependent 
phenomena. Since we cannot hope to be able to deal with all these effects simultaneously (cf. § 3.1), we 
will concentrate on deviations from the equilibrium distribution of the number of customers in the 
system. Thus we shall mostly assume that t0 is an arbitrary point of time with respect to the arrival 
process and that residual service times are distributed as they are in equilibrium. Then, there are 
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indications, such as Kingman's [19, 20] solidarity theorems for transition probabilities in a Markovian 
system, and certain results for specific models, that a large number of functions related to a queueing sys-
tem have a common relaxation time T (p 00). 
In the following sections we shall determine relaxation times for several queueing models, and we 
shall show that these are the relaxation times for functions other than p 00(t) as well, whereby we restrict 
ourselves to functions related to the number of customers in the system. It should be noted that 
knowledge of a relaxation time is not sufficient to answer such concrete questions as: how much time 
does it take for p 00(t) to be within 5% of its steady-state value? For, by definition, 
Poo(t)-poo(oo) = e-,tT g(t), 
where g(t)=O(e'') (1-00) for all £>0, so that we need information on g(t) as well. In many cases, 
however, such information can be given. Birth-death queueing models will be discussed in Section 2, and 
the GI I GI 1 queue in Section 3. In Section 4 we present some results and a conjecture for Jackson 
queueing networks. 
We conclude this introduction with some remarks pertaining to the computation of relaxation times. 
In many instances we can obtain an explicit representation for the Laplace transform 
00 f e-"''(poo(t)-p0)dt, Req>>0 
0 
(1.3) 
(here, and in what follows,p 0 =p00(oo)), which is analytic in the half plane Req>...;;0 as well, apart from a 
finite number of isolated algebraic singularities. In that case the asymptotic behaviour of p 00(t )-p O is 
determined by the singularity ff,* which is closest to the imaginary axis; in fact, it is readily seen from 
[28], that 
(1.4) 
If p 0>0 and, instead of the continuation of (1.3), we consider the continuation of the Laplace transform 
00 
~(q,) = j e-.P1poo(t)dt, Req>>0, (1.5) 
0 
then there will be an additional pole at q,=0 which, of course, has no influence on T(p00). 
2. Birth-death queueing models 
In this section we will discuss single server queueing systems for which the queue length process 
{N(t), 0..;;;t <oo} is a birth-death process. The birth (arrival) rates and death (service) rates will be 
denoted by An andµ,,, respectively, where n, n =0,1, ... , K, is the queue length (including the customer 
in service) and K-1 (I...;;K...;;oo) the size of the waiting room. We clearly have JLo=0 and, if K<oo, 
AK = 0. The parameters An and µ,, + 1 for n = 0, 1, ... , K - 1 are assumed to be positive. The model will be 
referred to as Men/ M<n/11 K -1. With appropriate interpretation of the service rates this model encom-
passes any Markovian multiserver delay and/ or loss system with state-dependent arrival and service 
rates. 
It will be convenient to treat the cases K < oo and K = oo separately. Before starting off with the fin-
ite case we remark that the exponential distributions involved make that of the three factors mentioned 
in the introduction only the initial queue length distribution influences the time-dependent behaviour of 
the pertinent model. 
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2.1. The M(n/ M(n/11 K -1 queueing system (K <oo) 
From Karlin and McGregor [17] (see also [9] and references there) we know that the transition proba-
bilities 
pij(t) = Pr{N(t)=j IN(0)=i}, i,j=0,1, ... , K, 
for the queue length process of the M (n / M(n / 1 / K - I queue can be represented as 
K 
pij (t) = Pj +rrj ~ exp( - Xn t )Q; (xn )Qj(xn )<1(Xn ), 
n=I 
where the 'ITn are constants defined by 
AQA, ... An -1 
'ITn = P,1J½, .. µ.,, 
'ITo=l, (n >0), 
and the Pn are the steady-state probabilities of having n customers in the system, which satisfy 
K 
Pn = 'ITnl ~'!Tm. 
m=O 
Further, the Qn are polynomials defined by the recurrence relation 
AnQn+1(x) =(An+µ.,, -x)Qn(x)-µ.,,Qn-1(x) 
Q _ 1(x)=0, Q0(x)= 1, 
and the xn are the (distinct and positive) zeros of 
S(x) = {(µ,K -x)QK(x)-µ,KQK-1(x)}lx 
(note that Qn (0) = 1 for all n ;;;;..o, so that S (x) is a polynomial of degree K). Finally, <1(x) is given by 
K 
<J- 1(x) = ~ '!TmQ,;(x) 
m=O 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(note that <1(x)<l). Assuming that the zeros Xn are numbered in increasing order of magnitude, we have 
in particular 
Poo(t)-po = exp(-x 1t){<1(x 1)+o(1)} (t-oo), 
from which it follows that the relaxation time of the M (n / M(n / 1 / K - 1 queue is given by 
T = x,- 1• 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Thus determination of the relaxation time of the M (n )I M(n / 1 / K - 1 queue amounts to determination of 
the smallest zero of a polynomial of degree K. In most cases this will have to be done numerically ( cf. 
[22]), but it may happen that an explicit expression for T exists, as in the example of § 2.1.1. 
It is evident from (2.1) that if Qn(x 1)~0 for n =0,1 ... , K, then Tis also the relaxation time for p;j(t) 
(i >0 or j >0), and consequently for p .,j(t) as well, w indicating any initial queue length distribution 
which is not the equilibrium distribution. If Qn (x 1) = 0 for some n , which is exceptional but not impossi-
ble (see § 2.2.1 ), then T is larger than the relaxation time of pij (t) (i = n or j = n ). It can be shown that 
there is at most one value of n for which Qn(x 1)=0. 
Obviously, the state space being finite, T is also the relaxation time for the mean queue length and 
any higher order moment, irrespective of the initial state distribution. 
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2.1.1. The MI Mil! K -1 queueing system 
Our first example illustrating the results of the previous section is the MIMI} queue with finite wait-
ing room of size K - I. The arrival and service rates are now independent of the queue length: An = A, 
µn =µ, except #J-O=AK =0. From [16] we obtain the following expression for the polynomials Qn of (2.4): 
where 
and the Un are Chebysev polynomials of the second kind, which satisfy 
Un(cosfJ) = sin(n + l)fJ/ sin 0. 
Some simple algebra involving the recurrence formula 
for these polynomials, gives us 
~Un(~)= Un-1m+Un+1m 
U-1m=o, Uom=l 
[ ]
K/2 
S(x) = - f UK(«x)). 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
We see from (2.11) that the zeros of UK(~) are cos n '1T I (K + 1 ), n = 1,2 ... , K, so that, by (2.10) and (2.13), 
the zeros of S (x) are 
Xn = A+µ-2(Aµ)½cosn'1T!(K + 1), n = 1,2, ... , K 
It follows that 
T = X1- 1 ={A+µ-2(Aµ)½COS'1T/(K + 1)}- 1• 
This result is also implicitly contained in [24, p. 65] and [30, p. 13]. 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
We finally note the following. Since Q1(x)=l-x/A, we have Q1(A)=0. Now, if A andµ are such 
that 
µ = 4A(COS'1T!(K + 1))2, 
then 
Xi = A+µ-2(Aµ)½COS'1T/(K + 1) =A, 
so that Q 1(x 1)=0. This is an example of the exceptional situation referred to in the previous section, 
since the relaxation time of, e.g., p 10(t) is smaller than T. 
2.1.2. The MIMI K /0 loss system 
The loss system MIMI KI 0 (K < oo) can be viewed as an MI kfn / 1 / K - 1 queue where An = A and 
µn = n µ, n = 0, 1, ... , K, except AK = 0. Hence the technique of § 2.1 can be applied to find the relaxation 
time of this system. As observed in [16], the polynomials Qn of (2.14) can now be identified in terms of 
Chartier polynomials en (x ,a), viz. 
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Q.(x) = c. [; .: l· (2.16) 
where 
c.(x,>)= _tmi[:] [:](-aP (2.17) 
Using the recurrence relation for Chartier polynomials [16], it can subsequently be shown that 
S(x) = : {c•+• [;,: ]-cK [;. ~ l } (2.18) 
Unfortunately, no explicit expressions for the zeros of S (x) seem to exist in general, so that x 1 has to be 
evaluated numerically. 
2. 2. The kfn / M(n / 1/ oo queueing system 
Let us assume that the arrival and service rates An and µ,, of the M (n )/ M(n / 1/ oo queue satisfy the 
condition 
oo n 
~ (An'ITn)-I ~ 'ITm = 00, (2.9) 
n=O m=O 
where the 'ITn are given by (2.2). This condition, which is fulfilled in all practical applications, ensures 
that there is a unique set {p;j(t)} of transition probabilities satisfying the usual requirements (see, e.g., 
[27]). 
Karlin and McGregor [14] have shown that there is an analogue to (2.1) which reads 
00 
pij(t) = Pj +'ITj f exp(-xt)Q;(x)Qj(x}d1/l(x), (2.20) 
o+ 
where the Qn are the polynomials of (2.4), and the Pn, the steady-state probabilities, are now given by 
00 
Pn = 'ITnl ~'ITm, 
m=O 
(2.21) 
which is to be interpreted as zero if ~'ITn =oo. Finally, di[; is the unique mass distribution on [O,oo) of 
total mass 1 with respect to which the polynomials {Qn }n00=o are orthogonal: 
In particular we have 
00 f Q;(x)Qj(x)d1/l(x) = '1Tj- 18ij· 
0 
00 
Poo(t)-po = f exp(-xt)d1/l(x). 
o+ 
By S(dtf;) we denote the support of di[;, i.e., 
+, 
S(dtf;) = {x I f d1[1(x)>0 for all t:>0}, 
-, 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
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and we let 
y(dt[I) = i,if{x >0lx ES(dt[I)}. 
Callaert [3,4] (see [11] for a simpler proof) has shown that 
y(dt[I) = sup{'qlp00(t)-p 0=0(e-111 ) (t-Hx))}, 
so that the relaxation time of the M (n l M(n l I I oo queue satisfies 
T = {y(dt[l)}- 1• 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
When it comes to calculation of T for specific parameters several possibilities present themselves.The 
first (and most convenient) possibility is that {Qn} constitutes a system of orthogonal polynomials for 
which the associated mass distribution is known. One such example will be presented in § 2.2.1. 
The second possibility is to follow a suggestion by Karlin and McGregor [15] to try to find the 
Stieltjes transform 
00 d·U V \ 
i'(<J>) = f ~, larg<J>I <7T, l<J>I >0, 
o+ x+<J> 
(2.27) 
and to calculate the largest singularity of the analytic continuation of i'(<J>). This singularity equals 
-y(dt[I), which is evident from our remark on Laplace transforms in the introduction and the fact that 
00 f e-<1>1(p 00(t)-p 0)dt = '¥(</>), Re<J>>0, 
0 
(2.28) 
as can be seen by substituting the representation (2.23) for p 00(t)-p0 (cf. [31,§ VIIl.4]). The example of 
§ 2.2.3 was analyzed in this manner in [16]. 
A third possibility to calculate T is of course to forget about the representation (2.23) and to try to 
find the Laplace transform of p 00(t)-p0 by some other method. The model of§ 2.2.2 was originally stu-
died in this way; some of the results presented in § 2.2.3 were thus obtained as well. 
If none of these approaches leads to a result which is computationally expedient, one has to content 
oneself with an approximation for T (cf. [11]). 
We next address the question of whether T is the relaxation time of time-dependent functions other 
than p 00(t ). As regards the transition probabilities p;/t) (i >0 or j >0), it can be shown (see [3,4]) that 
this is true indeed, except perhaps when Q;(y)=0 or Q/y)=0 (y=y(dt[I)), in which case the relaxation 
time can be smaller than T. Setting aside this exceptional case ( there is at most one value of n for which 
Qn(y)=0), it follows that the probabilities p.,/t), w denoting any initial distribution with finite support, 
have relaxation time T. If w has infinite support, it may happen that the relaxation time of p.,i(t) is 
larger than T. An example of this phenomenon will be given in§ 2.2.3. 
It seems likely that the relaxation time for the mean queue length (and higher order moments) equals 
T, provided the initial distribution does not have the disturbing effects described above. A thorough 
investigation of this question on the basis of (2.20) requires more insight into the behaviour of the poly-
nomials { Qn } than is present as yet. 
2.2.1. The system MIMI oo 
The "queue length" process in the system MIMI oo is probabilistically equivalent to that of an 
M IM<nllloo queue where An =>i. and JLn =nµ, n =0,I, ... , so that the representation (2.20) is valid. The 
polynomials Qn corresponding to this queue can be identified in terms of Charlier polynomials as in 
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(2.16). Since the .Chartier polynomials cn(x,a) are orthogonal with respect to a distribution di{! which 
consists of masses e-a ax Ix! at the points x =0,1, ... , it follows that 
T = µ,- 1 (2.29) 
( cf. [ 16]). This result can also be obtained from Takacs' findings for the system MIG I oo [30, p. 160]. 
2.2.2. A queueing model where potential customers are discouraged by queue length 
We next consider a system of the type M<nl M/1/oo, where /J,n +1 =µ, and An =Al (n + l), n ;;;;.0, which 
is intended to model decreasing willingness of a customer to join the queue as the queue length increases 
(see [25], [8] and references there; a more general model is studied in [5]). 
Either directly from [5] or via the expression for the Laplace transform of p 00(t) as given in [25], it 
follows that 
(2.30) 
It is interesting to compare this result with the relaxation time for the MIMI 1/ K - 1 queue of § 
2.1.1, which can also be said to model customer reluctance to join a long queue. It is seen that for fixed 
µ, the relaxation time of (2.30) tends to infinity, whereas the relaxation time of (2.15) tends to zero as A 
goes to infinity. 
2.2.3. The MIMI s queueing system (s < oo) 
The distribution of the number of customers in the queue MIMI s (O<s < oo) can be studied in 
terms of an M /M<nllloo model where An =A and 
{
nµ, n =0,1, ... , s 
/J,n = s µ, n =s + I, s + 2, ... 
For this model Karlin and McGregor [16] have explicitly determined the Stieltjes transform (2.27). On 
the basis of this result it was shown in [10, Ch. 6] that the relaxation time of the MIMI s queue satisfies 
T = (A½-(sµ,)½)- 2, (2.31) 
provided the traffic intensity p=Alsµ, is not smaller than some critical value p*. If p<p*, then T is 
larger than the right hand side of (2.31); actually, r- 1 equals A times the smallest positive root of the 
equation 
Rs(x,p) = C(x), 
where 
and Rs (x J') is determined by the recurrence relations 
Rn+1(XJ,') = 1-x+.1!....{l-Rn-l(xJ,')} n=l,2, ... ,s-1, 
sy 
R1(XJ1) = 1-x. 
The critical value p • is the largest root < I of the equation 
R8 (1-x-½,x) = x-'h, 
if s >I, and p* = 0 if s = 1. Some values of p • are given in Table 2.1. 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
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Example. For s =2 and p<p* =¼ an explicit expression can be obtained from the above calculation 
scheme, viz., 
in agreement with [4]. 
• s p 
l 0 
2 0.111 
3 0.211 
4 0.284 
5 0.340 
10 0.498 
Table 2.1. Critical values for the traffic 
intensity in the system MIMI s 
(2.36) 
There is an interesting difference between the cases p<p* and p;;;,,p* as regards the asymptotic 
behaviour of p 00(t)-p 0 (cf. [10, Ch. 6]). Namely, if p<p* then the distribution dif! contains an isolated 
point mass m, say, in the point y(dif!)=T- 1, and we have 
Poo(t)-po = exp(-t IT){m +o(l)} (t • oo). 
If p;;;,,p*, however, the distribution dif! has zero mass concentrated at y(dif!), and we have 
Poo(t)-po = exp(-t/T){o(l)} (t • oo). 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
The order term in (2.38), although not exponential, can enlarge considerably the speed with which 
p 00(t)-p 0 tends to zero as t goes to infinity. This phenomenon will also present itself when one consid-
ers functions like the transition probabilities Pu (t) (i >0 or j >0) and the mean queue length, and 
explains the fact that Odoni and Roth [26] found the relaxation time to be a conservative measure for the 
speed to steady state in the MIMI 1 queue (where p* =O). Indeed, for this system a more precise result 
than (2.38) can be obtained from [6, p. 84] to the effect that 
{ 
(1- ) 1/4 } 
Poo(t)-p0 = exp(-t!T)(t!T)-312 2'1T½((:p½) +o(t- 1) (t • oo), (2.39) 
provided p=A.! #1. It can be shown (cf. [29)) that also for s>l a factor t-312 dominates the order 
term in (2.38), provided p>p* (and p::;f:l). ' 
We remark that Cohen [6, p. 180] has obtained asymptotic expressions for the expected queue length 
in the system M /M /1, which show that the relaxation time for this function is given by (2.31) (with 
s = 1) if the initial distribution has finite support. 
The MIMI 1 queue will now provide us with an example of the deteriorating effect an initial distri-
bution with infinite support can have on the relaxation time of Pr{N(t)=0}. From [6, p. 80] it follows 
that for i =0,1, ... , 
00 f e -.pt p;0(t )dt 
0 
·+1 (C(-pli\)}' Recp>O 
µ{1-C(-cp/i\)} ' ' (2.40) 
where C(-) is the function defined in (2.33). Since C(-cp/i\) is bounded in absolute value by 1 for 
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Req,>0, this implies 
00 
. Joo ,pt (1-r)C(-p!>.) 
;;}1-r)r' o e- p;o(t)dt = µ{l-C(-<t>l>-)}{1-rC(-<j>/>.)} ' (2.41) 
Re<j>>0, 0<r<l. 
Apart from the pole at <j>=0 (C(0)= 1), which accounts for the steady-state probability p0, the largest 
singularities of the right hand side of (2.41) are the branch point <f>= -(>.½-µ½)2 of the function 
C(-<j>/A) and the pole at <j>= -(1-r)(µ-Afr) where C(-<j>/>.)= 1/r. It is readily verified that these 
singularities coincide for r = p½, and that for p½<r < 1 the pole is larger than the branch point. Hence, 
the relaxation time T., of Pr { N (t) = 0} when the initial distribution w satisfies Pr { N (0) = i} = ( 1 - r )r;, 
i =0,1, ... , and p½<r<l, is given by 
T., = {(l -r)(µ->./r)}- 1• (2.42) 
Note that T.,-oo as rfl so that any relaxation time between (>.½-µ½)- 2 and infinity can be realized by 
a proper choice of r. 
For completeness' sake we remark that if the initial distribution is equal to the steady-state distribu-
tion, i.e., r=p, thenp00(t)=l-p for all 1;;;ai:O, so that the relaxation time of Pr{N(t)=0} is equal to 
zero. 
3. The GI/Gil queueing system 
In this section we will discuss relaxation times for GI I GI 1 queueing systems. Customers arrive at the 
service facility according to a renewal process with interarrival time distribution A (x ), x ;;;;.o, and mean 
interarrival time a. The service times form a sequence of independent random variables with a common 
distribution B (x ), x ;;;;.o, and with mean service time /l Unless stated otherwise, the traffic intensity 
p={J! a is assumed to be smaller than I. We let 
00 
a• (8) = f e -Ox dA (x ), ReO;;;;.o, (3.1) 
0 
00 
p*(O) = f e-0xdB(x), ReO;;;;.0. 
0 
The relaxation time for the GI /Gil queueing system was extensively studied in [6, § III.7.3]. Because 
explicit expressions for the probability p 00(t), cf. Section 1, are only available in a few special cases, the 
asymptotic behaviour of p 00(t) as 1-00 was studied on the basis of its Laplace transform U(</>), cf. (1.5). 
The discussion is restricted to queueing systems with service time distributions having Laplace-Stieltjes 
transforms p• (8) with abscissas of convergence Oh <0, while 
p• (0)foo, as 8J,8h. (3.2) 
It turned out that in this case the Laplace transform U(</>) possesses an analytic continuation into a part 
of the left half plane, and the relaxation time of the system is determined by the singularity of U(<j>) with 
the largest real part (apart from a pole at <j>=0). Before stating the general result concerning the relaxa-
tion time of the GI I GI l system the queueing systems GI IM I I and MIG I 1 will be discussed in more 
detail. 
3.1. The GI IM I 1 queueing system 
For a general, but not lattice, interarrival time distribution A(x) the Laplace transform of pciJ (t) is 
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given by, cf. [6, § II.3.4], 
u+(q,) - _!_ - f(<J,)-<J, _IL R""'>0; (3.3) 
- q, I -a• (q,) f(q,) ' "'I' 
here the superscript + indicates that the first customer arives at t = 0 (i.e. N (0 +) = 1 ), and f = r( q, ), 
Re<t>>0, is the unique root of the equation 
a•(n = I+flq,-{3f, Ref>0. (3.4) 
If the assumption that the first customer arrives at t = 0 is replaced by the assumption that the first cus-
tomer arrives at a random instant t =t 1;;;..0, then it is easily verified, that the Laplace transform U1(q,) of 
pifo(t) is given by 
U1(q,) = _!_ -y(q,) f(<P)-q, _IL Re<p>0· 
q, I -a• (q,) r(q,) ' ' (3.5) 
here y( q,) = E { exp( -q,t 1)}. In particular, if t 1 is distributed as the residual interarrival time at an arbi-
trary instant, so that t =0 is an arbitrary instant in the arrival process - in agreement with our defini-
tion of relaxation time, cf. Section 1 - , then we find 
U(q,) = _!_ - f(<P)-<J, _IL Re<t>>0. 
q, aq, f(q,) ' (3.6) 
Let fo be the root of a*' (n = - /3 with the largest real part (f O is the unique positive root of a•' (n = - /3 
in the case p<l). Then f(q,) has a branch point at 4>o=f0 -[1-a*(f0)]//3. The Laplace transform U(q,) is 
regular in the domain Re<t>>'l>o, apart from a pole at q,=0. This implies that the relaxation time of the 
GI IM I I system is equal to 
T = -l/4>o. (3.7) 
It should be noted however, that if t =0 is not an arbitrary instant in the arrival process, it can happen 
that the transient effects due to the arrival process dominate those due to the queueing mechanism, cf. 
(3.3), (3.5). To be more precise, the Laplace transform u+(q,) possesses poles in the domain Re<t>>'l>o at 
points q, for which a• (q,)= 1 (the same statement holds for U1(q,) as far as zeros of 1-a• (q,) are not com-
pensated by zeros of y(q,)). Let q,0 be the real part of the root(s) of a• (q,)= 1, #0, with the largest real 
part(s). Then the relaxation time of PriJ (t) is equal to max{ -1/q>o, -1/q,0 }. As an example consider the 
Em I MII queueing system. For this system '1>o and q,0 can be obtained explicitly: 
q>o = -[l +mp-(m + I)pml(m+I)]l/3, (3.8) 
'1>a = -mp[I-cos(2'11'/m)]l/3. 
Let f3 be fixed. Because q,0 j0 as pt0 and 4>oj0 as pjl, it is clear that q,0 dominates for small values of p 
and that '1>o determines the relaxation time of p(ib (t) for p close to unity (see Table 3.2 for the values of p 
for which 4>o=q,0 for some Em IM II systems). For p fixed q,0 j0 as m -HX). This is in agreement with the 
fact that the limit of PriJ (t) as t-oo does not exist in the DIM I I system. 
Remark. The zeros of 1-a• (q,) are not cancelled by zeros of f(q,)-q, in (3.3) and (3.5), cf. (3.4), because 
Ref(q,);;;..f0>0 for Re<t>;;;..'l>o, while zeros of 1-a• (q,) have a non-positive real part. 
3. 2. The MIG I I queueing system 
For the MIG II queueing system the Laplace transform U(q,) of p 00(t) is given by, cf. [6, § II.4.3], 
D(q,) = V«q,), Re<t>>0; (3.9) 
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here ~=«cf>), Recp>0, is the unique root of the equation 
/1° (~ = 1 +act>-~, R~>O. (3.10) 
Because of the assumption (3.2) the equation /l'm= -a has a unique root fu on the interval (Ob,O). 
Therefore, the function «cf>) possesses a branch point at cf>o=~0+[1t (fu)-1]/a. In [6, p. 603] it is shown 
that «cf>) possesses an analytic continuation into the domain Recp>cf>o, and that it has exactly one zero in 
Recp><fio, viz. cf>=0. Hence cf>o is the singularity with the largest real part of the Laplace transform O(cf>) 
-apart from a pole at cf>= 0-, which implies that the relaxation time of the MIG I 1 queueing system is 
equal to 
T = -1/<fio. (3.11) 
In Table 3.1 relaxation times have been tabulated as a function of p for some MIG I 1 systems in which 
the service time distributions have rational Laplace-Stieltjes transforms with denominators of degree 1 or 
2. Such a Laplace-Stieltjes transform is completely determined by its mean f:J, its coefficient of variation 
Cs and its largest pole fh (both poles are necessarily real). Note that T=T(p),J,-1/0b as p,J,O and that 
(l -p)2T(p)• 2(C}+ 1) as pjl, cf. (3.19), (3.18). Further note that in the examples the relaxation time is 
an increasing function of p, Cs and Ob. 
Table 3.1. The relaxation time for some M JG I I systems (f:J= l); 
;{ p b 
,J,0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
i 1.0 
(l -p)2T(p): 
Cs denotes the coefficient of variation of the service time 
distribution and Ob the largest pole of {:J* (0). 
MIE2!1 MIM/1 MIH2/I MIH2II M!H2!I MIH2/I 
0.5 1 3 3 7 7 
-2 -1 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 
0.500 1.000 2.500 5.000 5.000 10.00 
1.413 2.139 4.962 8.064 9.973 16.59 
2.244 3.273 7.371 10.98 14.83 22.76 
3.428 4.889 10.77 14.99 21.66 31.18 
5.275 7.403 16.01 20.99 32.19 43.74 
8.411 11.66 24.80 30.83 49.86 64.19 
14.35 19.68 41.28 48.84 82.92 101.4 
27.56 37.48 77.58 87.64 155.7 181.0 
66.46 89.72 183.5 198.4 367.8 406.7 
283.1 379.7 767.7 797.3 1537 1617 
3 4 8 8 16 16 
From [6, p. 24] it follows that for Recp>0, 
j e-<t>t E {N(t)IN(O)=O}dt - ~ - M)-p p* (</>) (3.12) 
o - acf> cf>«cf>) 1-{:J* (cf>) · 
It seems possible that zeros of 1-{:J* (cf>) rather than the branch point <fio of «cf>) play a dominating role in 
the asymptotic behaviour of E {N(t)IN(0)=0} as t-HX>. In the following discussion let cf>s be the real 
part of the zeros of 1-{:J• (cf>), cf>:#), with the largest real part. For the MI Ek II system (k =2,3, .. ) it is 
readily obtained that 
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cf,r, = -[k +p-(k + l)pl/(k+I)]/,B, (3.13) 
<l>s = -k[l-cos(2'1T/k)]/,B. 
Let ,B fixed. The value of <f>s does not depend on p, while the branch point cf>ri is an increasing function of 
p for O<p< I. For k = 2,3,4 we have cf>ri~c/Js as pJ,O, so that the relaxation time of E { N (t) IN (0) = 0} is 
given by (3.11) for every p, p<l. But for k>4 we have cf,r,<c/Js for p small enough. However, it is possi-
ble that the zeros of 1-,B'"(cp) are compensated by zeros of «.<1>)-<J, in (3.12), cf. (3.10). This requires 
further investigation. Incidentally, it can be shown that for p large enough (p> 1) the difference between 
E {N(t)IN(0)=0} and its asymptote 
(a-l)t/,B + ½P-C/J + [,B«_0)]- 1, 
is O(exp(<J,3 t)) as t-HXJ, in contrast withp00(t) which is still O(exp(cf,r,t)) as t-0HXJ. 
3. 3. General results for the GI I GI I queueing system 
In [6, § III.7.3] a theorem on the asymptotic behaviour ofpo/i(t) (i.e. given N(0+)=l, cf.§ 3.1) as 
t -oo was proved for the GI I GI I system. This result can be adapted to the case that t = 0 is an arbi-
trary instant in the arrival process in a way similar to that of§ 3.1: 
g(cp) = ~ + I-:~ (p) [g+(cp)- ~ ], Req,>0. (3.14) 
From [6, p. 601] and (3.14) it follows that for (Jb <ReO<0<Req,, 
g(cp) = _!_ - 1-/f (p) X 
cp acp2 (3.15) 
exp{ ;w: /. [ ~~O + ! ] lq,p - p• (O),> (H)JdO }• 
here L 6 is a line parallel to the imaginary axis. By using the same arguments as in [6, § III.7.3] relation 
(3.15) leads to the following result. 
For p< 1 there exists a unique real value cp=cf>ri, (Jb <cf,r,<0, for which the equation in (J, 
,B* (O)a• (cp-8)= 1, (J real, (Jb <O<q,, (3.16) 
has a double root. The relaxation time T of the GI I GI I system is equal to - 1 / cf>ri, and 
poo(t)-po = O((t /T)-312exp(-t /T)), t-oo, (3.17) 
if A (x) and B (x) are not lattice distributions. 
Remark. If A (x) or B (x) is a lattice distribution, then the Laplace transform g( cp) has beside the branch 
point cp=cf,r, other branch points with Recp=cf>ri. Therefore, the relaxation time for such systems is still 
T= -1/cf,r,, but the behaviour of p 00(t)-p0 as 1-00 is different from (3.17) because of the contributions 
of the other poles on the line Req,=cf>ri. 
It should be noted, that if poii (t) or pifo(t) is considered (as for the GI/ M 11 system in § 3.1) then 
the Laplace transform possesses poles at zeros cp, #0, of the function 1-a• (</>). In Table 3.2 the traffic 
intensity Pa for which the largest real part q,0 of these poles coincides with cf>ri is shown for several 
models. For p<p0 the relaxation time ofpo/i (t) is equal to -1/<J,0 , for p>p0 to -1/cf,r,. 
Table 3.2. The traffic intensity Po 
for which <f,o=</>a 
System Pa 
E2IM/l 0.125 
E2I E2ll 0.172 
E2I £4/l 0.212 
E2ID/l 0.278 
E4/M!l 0.134 
E4IE2/l 0.192 
£4/ £4/l 0.250 
E4/D/l 0.368 
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In [6, p. 612] the following heavy traffic limit was derived for the relaxation time T = T(p)= -1/<f,o. 
Let the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms /J° (8) and a• (0/ a) be fixed (thus only the mean interarrival time a 
varies). Then • 
lim(l-p)2T(p) = lim4(1-Vp)2T(p)=2/J{C;+Ca2}, 
pjl pjl 
(3.18) 
here C8 (Ca) is the coefficient of variation of the service (interarrival) time distribution. On the other 
hand it is not difficult to see that for light traffic the following limit holds 
1im T(p) = - 1/0b. (3.19) 
pJ,0 
In the following cases explicit expressions were found for the branch point <Po of ft(</>), cf. [6, p. 613, 
614]. For the Em!Ek/1 system (m,k =1,2, ... ) 
<Po= -[k +mp-(m +k)pmt(m+k))I/J; (3.20) 
for the Em ID 11 system (m = 1,2, ... ), 
<Po= -m[p-1-logp)//J. (3.21) 
These expressions have been used to obtain the relaxation times listed in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3. The relaxation times of some GI I GI I systems as a 
function of the traffic intensity p (/3 = 1) 
p M /M /1 M /E4/l E4/M/l E4/E4/l MID/I E 4/D/l 
J, 0.0 1.000 0.250 1.000 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1 2.139 1.058 1.646 0.5347 0.7130 0.1782 
0.2 3.273 1.736 2.379 0.8181 1.235 0.3089 
0.3 4.889 2.703 3.429 1.222 1.984 0.4961 
0.4 7.403 4.215 5.057 1.851 3.162 0.7904 
0.5 11.66 6.791 7.797 2.914 5.177 1.294 
0.6 19.68 11.68 12.94 4.921 9.023 2.256 
0.7 37.48 22.60 24.27 9.370 17.64 4.411 
0.8 89.72 54.83 57.33 22.43 43.21 10.80 
0.9 379.7 234.8 239.8 94.93 186.5 46.64 
i 1.0 
(l-p)2T(p): 4.0 2.5 2.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 
4. Queueing networks 
In the last decade there has been a growing interest in the analysis of queueing networks, particularly 
because of their frequent occurrence in the modeling of computer systems, cf. [21]. Until recently little 
was known about the time-dependent behaviour of queueing networks. The concept of relaxation time 
has been discussed on the basis of diffusion approximations, but this will lead at most to heavy traffic 
limits for the relaxation times. Lately, however, some exact results were obtained for the relaxation times 
of networks of the type described by Jackson [12]. In§ 4.1 the relaxation time of an open network with 
infinitely many servers at each node will be discussed. For such a network the relaxation time is deter-
mined by the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of a matrix which depends on the transition matrix 
and the mean service times at the nodes. In § 4.2 the relaxation time of an open network with two single 
server nodes will be presented. This relaxation time is equal to the maximum of two values which can be 
assigned each to a different node, and which are equal to the relaxation times of the two nodes when 
considered separately as MIMI I queueing systems. This result will be used in § 4.3 to formulate a con-
jecture on the relaxation time of an open Jackson network with an arbitrary number of single server 
nodes. 
In this section the following notation will be used. The network consists of N nodes (N = 2,3, .. ). The 
external arrivals form a Poisson process with constant mean interarrival time a. Each node has an infin-
ite capacity (for service or waiting). Each time a customer visits a node he awaits his tum (if necessary) 
and receives service during an exponentially distributed amount of time. At each node the mean serivce 
time is fixed. We define for j ,k = I, ... , N, 
cj : the probability that a customer enters the network at node j ; 
/3j : the mean service time at node j; 
qkj : the probability that a customer goes to node j when his service at node k has been completed; 
Aj : the arrival rate (external and internal) at node j, 
Pj : the traffic intensity at node j. 
The network is assumed to be stable. Then the arrival rates Xi satisfy the set of equations, cf. [12], 
n 
Aj = ci/a + ~ qkj"A.k, j =I, .. , N. 
k=I 
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(4.1) 
The network with infinite server nodes is stable for all values of the parameters. The network with single 
server nodes is stable iff 
Pi = "A.i/Ji<I, j =I, .. ,N. (4.2) 
The transition matrix Q =(qki) is assumed to be such that every customer leaves the system after having 
received a finite number of services, i.e., the network is open. Finally, the trivial case Xi =O for some f, 
j = I, ... ,N, is excluded. 
4.1. Jackson networks with infinite server nodes 
In [13] a method was developed for the solution of the functional equation for the generating function 
of the joint queue length distribution for a queueing system with a Poisson arrival stream and N infinite 
exponential server stations in series. With the aid of this result it is not difficult to derive that the relaxa-
tion time of this system is equal to 
T = max {/3· }, 
i<,j<,N J (4.3) 
i.e., to the maximum of the relaxation times of these service systems at each of the nodes when con-
sidered separately as MIMI oo systems, cf. § 2.2.1. Further, it can be seen that 
Poo(t)-po = O(Pn-1(t/T)e-t1T), t • oo; (4.4) 
here P n (·) is a polynomial of degree n, and n , I ,;;;;;;n ..;;;N, is equal to the number of nodes j for which 
Pi = T .This system provides us with an example in which the coefficient of exp( - t IT) in the expansion 
of p 00(t) as t • oo is not bounded. However, calculations have shown that for m = 1,2 the function 
Pm (t I T)exp( - t IT) is decreasing for t >0. 
The relaxation time of a network with a finite number of infinite exponential server stations - with 
general transition matrix Q =(qki) and arbitrary probabilities cj, j = I, ... ,N - can be obtained by not-
ing that such a network is equivalent to a ( one node) MIG I oo system when only the total number of 
customers in the system is considered. In this MIG I oo system the service time distribution B (x) is equal 
to the distribution of the total sojourn time of a customer in the original network. Takacs [30, p. 160] 
showed that for a MIG I oo system 
I t 
Poo(t) = exp{-- j[I-B(x)]dx}. 
a o 
(4.5) 
By determining the distribution B (x) it follows that the relaxation time T of a network with N infinite 
exponential server stations (and that of the related M /GI oo system) is equal to -1/Reymin, where 'Ymin 
is the eigenvalue with the smallest real part of the matrix 
(l-q11)//J1 -q12I/J1 
-q21I/J2 (I-q22)!/Ji 
(4.6) 
Note that T is independent of the mean interarrival time a and of the probabilities cj, j =I, .. ,N. In 
the special case N =2, q11 =q22 =0, it is found that 
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(4.7) 
4.2. Jackson networks with two single server nodes 
With the aid of a recently developed method for the solution of functional equations for the generat-
ing functions of the joint time-dependent queue length distributions for queueing systems with two wait-
ing lines, cf. [7], the following results have been obtained. In [I] it was shown that for the special net-
work with N =2, c 1 = I, c2 =0, q 12 =0, q 11 =q22 =0, i.e. two single server stations in series, the relaxation 
time is equal to 
T = ~ax {/J1-/(1- v°i::1-)2}, 1=1,2 (4.8) 
i.e., T is equal to the maximum of the relaxation times of the service systems at the two nodes when con-
sidered separately as MI M 11 queueing systems with arrival rate 1/ a, cf. § 2.2.3. Moreover, it was found 
that in the asymmetric case Pi"=l=Pi, 
Poo(l)-po = O((t!T)- 312e-11r), as 1-00, (4.9) 
cf. (2.39), while in the symmetric case P1 = Pi, 
Poo(l)-po = 0((1 !T)-½e- 11r), as 1-00. (4.10) 
Comparing this result with that of § 4.1 leads one to conjecture that the relaxation time of a system with 
an arbitrary number of single server nodes in series is equal to the maximum of the relaxation times of 
the nodes when considered separately, and that 
Poo(l)-po = O(Pn -1(1 /T)(l IT)- 312e-11T), 1-00, 
where n is the number of nodes with relaxation time equal to T. Recently, the relaxation time of the 
general Jackson network with two single server nodes was obtained by the first author. It was found to 
be equal to 
T = max {/J-m-/(1-vi;:)2}, j=l,2 J J J (4.11) 
here mj, j = 1,2, is the mean number of visits of a fixed customer to node j given that this customer 
visits node j at least once: 
(4.12) 
The following gives an interpretation of ( 4.11 ). The relaxation time of a single MIMI 1 system with 
feedback is equal to 
(4.13) 
where /J is the mean service time, p the traffic intensity and p the probability that a customer returns to 
the queue after completion of one of his services. The result (4.13) is clear if one notes that the Laplace-
Stieltjes transform of the distribution of the total service time which a customer receives is given by 
00 
~ (l-p)pm-1(1 +{JO)-m =[1 +{JOI (I-p)i-1. (4.14) 
m=I 
In (4.13) the factor (1-p )- 1 can be interpreted as the mean number of services received by a fixed cus-
tomer. Hence, from (4.11) it is seen that the relaxation time of a Jackson network with two single server 
nodes is equal to the maximum of the relaxation tu,les of the service systems of the two nodes when con-
sidered separately as MIMI I queues with feedback. Note the different effects which the transition 
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matrix Q has on the relaxation time of networks with infinite server nodes, cf. (4.7), and on that of net-
works with single server nodes, cf. (4.11), (4.12). 
We finally note that a result similar to (4.3) and (4.8) was found for quite a different model. In [2] the 
time-dependent behaviour of an MIG I 1 system with two types of customers and a paired service discip-
line (i.e. a pair of customers of different type is served if possible, if the customer population consists of 
one type only, a single customer is served) was studied. Let a be the mean interarrival time, cj, j = 1,2, 
the probability that a customer is of type j, and B (x) the service time distribution. Then the relaxation 
time of this system is equal to the maximum of the relaxation times of two ordinary MIG I 1 systems 
with mean interarrival time al cj, j = 1,2, and service time distribution B (x ), cf. § 3.2. 
4.3. A conjecture on the relaxation time of an open Jackson network 
Unfortunately, the method with which the results in§ 4.2 were obtained is at present not applicable 
in the analysis of queueing systems with more than two waiting lines. However, the form of the relaxa-
tion time (4.11) for a Jackson network with two nodes lends itself to a conjecture on the relaxation time 
of a Jackson network with an arbitrary number of single server nodes. In fact we conjecture that the 
relaxation time of such a network is equal to 
T = max {/J-m-/(l- VP;)2}; (4.15) 
1<,j<,N J J J 
here mj, j = 1, . ,N, has the same meaning as in § 4.2. 
Markov chain, mj is readily found to be 
mj = 11-Qljj!II-QI, 
By interpreting the transition process as a 
j=l, ... ,N; (4.16) 
here / is the N X N identity matrix, Q = ( qkj )1 ,s;,k J ,s;,N, I I - Q I is the determinant of I - Q, and 
I I - Q I jj is the determinant of the submatrix of I - Q obtained by deleting the j'h row and column. 
Note that I I - Q I=#), because the network is open. 
Remark. Probably the relaxation time of a Jackson network with an arbitrary number of servers at each 
node will also have a form like (4.15) - with a proper modification, cf. (2.31) - provided that the traffic 
intensities Pj are not too small, cf. § 2.2.3. On the other hand it is not easy to generalize (4.15) to a net-
work with more than one class of customers, because the relaxation time of a single MIMI 1 system with 
K customer classes is equal to that of a MI HK I I system, and the latter has a form different from (2.31 ), 
cf.§ 3.2. 
Finally, the main implication of the hypothesis (4.15) will be discussed. Consider for example the fol-
lowing network with three nodes (N = 3). Let /31 = /32 = /33 = P, c 1 = 1, c2 =c3 =O, and 
Q = [~ I~' I~• l ' 
see Figure 4.1. It is readily verified, that for this network the traffic intensities at the three nodes are the 
same, and equal to p=/JI a. However, m 1 = I and m2 =m 3=[t:(2-t:)J- 1;;;;.4/ 3, cf. (4.16), so that the 
hypothesis (4.15) implies 
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Figure 4.1. A three-node network 
T = 1 /3 
t(2-t) (1-Vp)2 (4.17) 
Note that the right hand side of (4.17) tends to infinity as t!O for fixed traffic intensity p. In general, the 
hypothesis (4.15) implies that for nodes with the same traffic intensity the relaxation time of a node 
(when considered separately) is larger when a few customers are served many times than when many cus-
tomers are served a few times. In the above example the mean number of nodes visited by a fixed custo-
mer is equal to 3, but given that the customer reaches node 2 or 3, it is equal to 2+(1-£)/ £.. Hence, for 
p fixed and f. small enough there are customers with an arbitrarily long expected sojourn time in the sys-
tem. It is likely that this fact influences the relaxation time of the network. Therefore it supports the con-
jecture (4.15). 
Remark. If the same network as above is considered, but with infinite server nodes, then the eigenvalues 
of the matrix (4.6) are 1/ /3, fl /3 and (2-£.)/ /3. Hence, the relaxation time of this network is 
T = /31£.. 
This relaxation time T also tends to infinity as £!0. 
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